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Why polymer composites BPs? Tasks Experimental process

Introduction Motivation Goals

Choosing carbon based electrical 
conductive fillers.

Developing procedure of compression 
molding of epoxy/carbon filler 
composites. 

Measuring of the electrical 
conductivity, permeability, 
etc. 

Scaling-up to BPs with different 
size and design. 

Carbon based fillers Polymer composites samples and BPs

Dimensions: 7.2x3 cm
Thickness: 2.5 mm
Composition: 90% filler + 10% Epoxy resin 
Active surface area: 5 cm2

TEG* own-prepared at 600ºC

Electrical conductivity of fillers 

Dimensions: 22x8 cm
Thickness: 4 mm
Composition: 90% filler + 10% Epoxy resin 
Active surface area: 100 cm2

Electrical conductivity: 75 S/cm

Scale-up of polymer composites BPs from small cell to stack cell

Scale-up of BPs from laboratory scale to small fuel cell

BPs’ electrical conductivity Test in a real fuel cell station

H2 permeation coefficient
for polymer composites

Obtain polymer composites bipolar
plates by compression molding with
the same properties and performance
as the commercial graphite bipolar
plates.

Scale-up from laboratory samples to
small fuel cell bipolar plate, and finally
to stack bipolar plate.

Percolation curve

Polymer composites (laboratory scale)

1Megawatts by fuel cell type 2015-2019

Conclusions: 

Preparing electrical 
conductive filler, 
thermally expanded graphite.
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 The polymer composites based on the epoxy resin and carbon-based fillers were prepared by compression moulding.
 The percolation behaviour of the composites with different content of fillers was investigated.
 The level of the electrical conductivity and permeability coefficient of composites were measured.
 Prepared BPs were tested in the fuel cell station and it demonstrated the same performance as the commercial graphite BPs.
 The scaling-up of the polymer composites BPs from small cell to stack cell was achieved successfully. 


